Discrete structure manipulation is a fundamental technique for many problems solved by computers. BDDs/ZDDs have attracted a great deal of attention for twenty years, because those data structures are useful to efficiently manipulate basic discrete structures such as logic functions and sets of combinations. Recently, one of the most interesting research topics related to BDDs/ZDDs is Frontier-based search method, a very efficient algorithm for enumerating and indexing the subsets of a graph to satisfy a given constraint. This work is important because many kinds of practical problems can be efficiently solved by some variations of this algorithm. In this article, we present recent research activity related to BDD and ZDD. We first briefly explain the basic techniques for BDD/ZDD manipulation, and then we present several examples of the state-of-the-art algorithms to show the power of enumeration.
Introduction
Discrete structures are foundational materials for computer science and mathematics, which are related to set theory, symbolic logic, inductive proof, graph theory, combinatorics, probability theory, etc. Many problems are decomposed into discrete structures using simple primitive algebraic operations.
A Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) is a representation of a Boolean function, one of the most basic models of discrete structures. After the epoch-making paper [1] by Bryant in 1986, BDD-based methods have attracted a great deal of attention. The BDD was originally developed for the efficient Boolean function manipulation required in VLSI logic design, however, later they are also used for sets of combinations which represent many kinds of combinatorial patterns. A Zero-suppressed BDD (ZDD) [2] is a variant of the BDD, customized for representing a set of combinations. ZDDs have been successfully applied not only to VLSI design, but also for solving various combinatorial problems, such as constraint satisfaction, frequent pattern mining, and graph enumeration. Recently, ZDDs have become more widely known, since D. E. Knuth intensively discussed ZDD-based algorithms in the latest volume of his famous series of books [3] .
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the most important topics would be that, Knuth presented an extremely fast algorithm "Simpath" [3] to construct a ZDD which enumerates all the paths connecting two points in a given graph structure. This work is important because many kinds of practical problems are efficiently solved by some variations of this algorithm. We generically call such ZDD construction methods "frontier-based methods."
The above techniques of data structures and algorithms have been implemented and published as an open software library, named "Graphillion" [5] , [6] . Graphillion is a library for manipulating very large sets of graphs, based on ZDDs and frontier-based method. Graphillion is implemented as a Python extension in C++, to encourage easy development of its applications without introducing significant performance overhead.
In order to organize an integrated method of algebraic operations for manipulating various types of discrete structures, and to construct standard techniques for efficiently solving large-scale and practical problems in various fields, a governmental agency in Japan executed a nation-wide project: ERATO MINATO Discrete Structure Manipulation System Project [7] from 2009 to 2016. Many interesting research results were produced in this project, and some of topics are still attractive to be explored more.
This article presents recent research activity related to BDD and ZDD. We first briefly explain the basic techniques for BDD/ZDD manipulation, and then we present several examples of the state-of-the-art algorithms to show the power of enumeration.
BDDs and ZDDs
A Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) is a graph representation for a Boolean function, developed in VLSI design area. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , it is derived by reducing a binary deci- sion tree graph, which represents a decision making process by the input variables. If we fix the order of input variables, and apply the following two reduction rules, then we have a compact canonical form for a given Boolean function:
(1) Delete all redundant nodes whose two edges point to a same child node, and (2) Share all equivalent nodes having a same pair of child nodes and a same variable.
The compression ratio of a BDD depends on the properties of Boolean function to be represented, but it can be 10 to 100 times more compact in some practical cases. Even though the BDD gives good compression, still we might need an exponential time and space when we start from a non-reduced binary decision tree. However, we can systematically construct a reduced BDD that is the result of a binary logic operation (i.e., AND or OR) for a given pair of BDDs, as shown in Fig. 2 . This algorithm, proposed by Bryant [1] , is based on a recursive procedure with hash table techniques, and it is much more efficient than generating binary decision trees when the BDDs have a good compression ratio. The computation time is bounded by the product of the BDD sizes of the two operands, and in many practical cases, it is linearly bounded by the sum of input and output BDD sizes.
BDD is based on the on-memory data processing techniques, and it enjoys the advantage of using random access memories. Recently, commodity PCs are equipped with Giga-Bytes of main memory, and we can solve larger-scale problems which used to be impossible due to memory shortage. Thus, especially after 2000s, the BDD application areas are spreading.
Zero-suppressed BDD (ZDD) is a variant of BDD, customized for manipulating sets of combinations. This data structure was first introduced by Minato [2] . ZDDs are based on the special reduction rules different from the ordinary one, as follows.
(1') Delete all nodes whose 1-edge directly points to the 0-terminal node, but do not delete the nodes which were deleted in ordinary BDDs. (Fig. 3 ) (2) Share all equivalent nodes as well as ordinary BDDs.
An example of ZDD is also shown in Fig. 1 . Here the three graphs represent a same instance of Boolean function. This alternative reduction rule is extremely effective if we handle a set of sparse combinations. If the average appearance ratio of each item is 1%, ZDDs are possibly more compact than ordinary BDDs, up to 100 times. Such situations often appear in real-life problems, for example, in a supermarket, the number of items in a customer's basket is usually much less than all the items displayed there. Because of such an advantage, ZDD is now widely recognized as the most important variant of BDD. In 2009, D. Knuth presented a new fascicle of his famous book series [3] , which has a section of ZDDs discussed minutely in 30 pages with 70 exercises.
Modern Applications of BDDs/ZDDs
BDD/ZDD-based algorithm was originally invented, and have been developed mainly in VLSI logic design area since early 1990's. However, after 2000, BDDs/ZDDs are applied for not only VLSI design but also for more various purposes. Such modern applications of BDDs/ZDDs include data mining (frequent pattern mining) [8] - [10] , probabilistic modeling [11] - [13] , solving graph enumeration problems [3] , [14] , etc. Here we will present some of those applications.
Data Mining (Frequent Itemset Mining)
Discovering useful knowledge from large-scale databases has attracted considerable attention during the last decade. Frequent itemset mining is one of the most fundamental problems in knowledge discovery. The task is to find all frequent patterns each of which is a combinatorial items included in at least θ records of a given transaction database, where θ is called minimum support, the user specified threshold. An example is shown in Fig. 4 . Since the pioneering work by Agrawal et al. [15] , various algorithms have been proposed to solve the frequent itemset mining problem (cf., [16] , [17] ). In 2008, Minato et al. [10] proposed a fast algorithm LCM over ZDDs (LCM-ZDD) for generating very large-scale frequent itemsets using ZDDs. Their method is based on LCM algorithm [18] , one of the most efficient state-of-the-art techniques for itemset mining, and directly generates compact output data structures on the main memory, to be efficiently post-processed by using ZDD-based algebraic operations.
LCM-ZDD does not touch the core algorithm of LCM, and just generates a ZDD for the solutions obtained by LCM. It constructs a ZDD which is the union of all the itemsets found in the backtracking search, and finally returns a pointer to the root node of the ZDD. Figure 6 shows the experimental results [10] to compare the performances between LCM-ZDD and the original LCM. We can observe that LCM-ZDD is much efficient than the original one, especially when large numbers of frequent itemsets are output. By utilizing LCM-ZDD, we can compare multiple sets of frequent itemsets generated under different conditions. As shown in Fig. 7 , our ZDD-based method can store and index the two sets of frequent itemsets for the datasets of different time, and easily compute the intersection, union, and difference between the frequent itemsets. When many similar ZDDs are generated, their ZDD nodes are effectively shared within a monolithic multi-rooted graph, requiring much less memory than that required to store each ZDD separately.
Graph Enumeration Problems
Many real-life problems can be modeled by a kind of graph structures. ZDDs can be utilized for enumerating and indexing the solutions of a graph problem. When we assume a graph G = (V, E) with the vertex set V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } and the edge set E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m }, a graph enumeration problem is to compute a subset of the power set 2 E (or 2 V ), each element of which satisfies a given property. In this model, we can consider that each solution is a combination of edges (or vertices), and a set of solutions can be represented by a ZDD. For example, Fig. 8 shows the ZDD representing the set of paths connecting the two vertices s and t of the graph. Each path can be represented as a combination of the edges, {e 1 e 3 e 5 , e 1 e 4 , e 2 e 3 e 4 , e 2 e 5 }. The ZDD also has four paths from the root node to the 1-terminal node, and each path corresponds to the solution of the problem, where e i = 1 means to use the edge e i , and e i = 0 means not to use e i .
There are a number of literature on ZDDs for solving graph problems since early 1990's, however, in 2009, D. E. Knuth has presented the surprisingly fast algorithm Simpath [3] to construct a ZDD which represents all the paths connecting two points s and t in a given graph (not necessarily the shortest ones but ones not passing through the same point twice). A part of the book page is shown in Fig. 9 . This work is important because many kinds of practical problems can be efficiently solved by some variations of this algorithm. Knuth provides his own C source codes on his web page for public access, and the program is surprisingly fast. For example, in a 14 × 14 grid graph (420 edges in total), the number of self-avoiding paths between opposite corners is as great as 227449714676812739631826459327989863387613323440 (≈ 2.27 × 10 47 ) ways. By applying the Simpath algorithm, the set of paths can be compressed into a ZDD with only 144759636 nodes, and the computation time is only a few minutes.
Here we will not describe the detailed mechanism of Simpath algorithm. One may refer to another survey paper [4] written by the author. Roughly speaking, the Simpath algorithm belongs to a dynamic programming method, based on the topological structure by scanning the graph from the start vertex to the goal vertex. Knuth calls the scanning line frontier. If the frontier grows larger in the computation process, more ZDD nodes are generated and more computation time is required. Thus, we had better keep the frontier small. The maximum size of the frontier is bounded by the path width of the given graph structures. Empirically, planar or narrow graphs are favorable.
Knuth described in his book [3] that the Simpath algorithm can easily be modified to generate not only s-t paths but also Hamilton paths, directed paths, some kinds of cycles, and many other problems by slightly changing the internal data structure. We generically call such ZDD construction method Frontier-based search. (or, em Frontier method in short.)
The Frontier method is different from the conventional ZDD construction, which repeats primitive set operations between two ZDDs. In general, the primitive set operations are efficiently implemented based on Bryant's BDD construction algorithm, but do not directly use the properties of the specific problem. Frontier method is sometimes much more efficient because it is a dynamic programming method based on the frontier, a kind of structural property of the given problem.
Graph enumeration problems are strongly related to many kinds of real-life problems. For example, path enumeration is of course important in geographic information systems, and is also used for dependency analysis of a process flow chart, fault analysis of industrial systems, etc. In order to utilize such state-of-the-art techniques, our research project developed an integrated software tool set, named "Graphillion" [5] . This tool provides an efficient means of ZDD construction by frontier-based method for a given graph problem, and also gives various ZDD operations in a simple user interface based on a graph library package written in Python. An interesting tutorial video and the open source codes are provided at the web page of "Graphillion.org.". We hope that many researchers and engineers will be interested in this tool and will utilize it for various kinds of problems.
Recent Topics on BDD/ZDD-Based Discrete Structure Manipulation

Exhibition on "Power of Enumeration"
In 2012, our research project collaborated with "Miraikan" (National Future Science Museum of Japan) to design an exhibition presenting the power of combinatorial explosion and the state-of-the-art techniques for solving such hard problems. As a work of the exhibition, we supervised a short educational animation video (Fig. 11) . The video is mainly designed for junior high school to college students, so it does not use any difficult technical terms, and it is something like a funny science fiction story. In this video, we used the simple path enumeration problem for n × n grid graphs. The story is that the teacher counts the total number of paths for children starting from n = 1, but she will be faced with a difficult situation since the number grows unbelievably fast. She would spend 250,000 years to count the paths for the 10 × 10 grid graph by using a super computer if she used a naive method. The story ends by telling that a state-of-the-art algorithm can finish the same problem in a few seconds.
The video is now shown in the official museum channel of YouTube [20] and already got 1.8 million views, which is an extraordinary in the case of scientific educational contents. In addition, it was our great pleasure to hear that Knuth also enjoyed this video and shared it to several his friends.
The video story tells the computation result up to n = 11, but it is interesting to know how large n we can compute for. We have worked for improving the algorithm for solving the large-scale problems as much as possible, and succeeded in counting the total number of self-avoiding s-t paths for the 26×26 grid graph. This is the current world record and is officially registered in the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [19] in Nov. 2013. The results of big numbers are listed in Table 1 . The detailed techniques for solving larger problems are presented in the report by Iwashita et al. [21] .
The power of enumeration is also demonstrated in a Table 1 The world record of the self-avoiding path enumeration problems [19] .
Fig. 11
Screenshots of the animation video [20] .
problem of railway route search. Figure 12 shows one of our original tool Ekillion [22] , to enumerate self-avoiding paths in a railway network of a large city area in Japan. For example, in Tokyo, Ochanomizu-station and Suidobashi-station are adjacent to each other, but we may find more than six million of self-avoiding path from and to the two stations in Tokyo metropolitan area. The longest self-avoiding paths of them includes as many as 343 stations. This tool is available at a web site for public.
Analysis of Power Distribution Networks
In 2011, a big earthquake was occurred in Japan. After the severe accident of the nuclear plants, the electric power supply networks receive more attentions from the society in Japan, since solar and wind power generators are not stable as the traditional systems. Thus, our research group accelerate our collaborative work with the researchers in power electric community.
As an output of our research project, Inoue et al. [23] presented the design method of electric power distribution systems using ZDDs. Figure 13 shows a trivial example of power distribution network. Here we have a number of switches to connect or disconnect the adjacent districts. Each district must be connected to a power substation, or black out otherwise. We have another constraint that any two power substations must not directly connected. We also need to consider that too much currency may burn a line, and that too long distance connection may cause volt- age down. Now we have a combinatorial problem to find a good switching pattern. Even for this trivial example with 14 switches, we will find 210 feasible switching patterns out of 16384 combinations. A typical realistic benchmark network contains 468 switches and the search space becomes about 10 140 combinations. Most of civil engineering systems can be modeled by planar (or nearly planar) graphs, so the Frontier method is very effective in many cases. We succeeded in generating a ZDD to enumerate all the possible switching patterns for the realistic benchmark with 468 switches. The obtained ZDD represents as many as 10 60 of valid switching patterns but the actual ZDD size is less than 100MByte, and computation time is around 30 minutes. After generating the ZDD, all valid switch patterns are compactly represented, and we can efficiently discover the switching patterns with maximum, minimum, and average cost. We can also apply other various additional constraints to the current solutions. Now our research project are collaborating with TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power Company) to make experiments for evaluating energy loss on the real commercial network.
Evacuation Planning for Disasters
Evacuation planning in a city is an important problem in civil engineering. Figure 14 shows a layout problem of evacuation regions in North Ward of Kyoto city. Here we have a number of refuge spots in the city, and now we have a problem that which region may evacuate to which refuge spot. Every region must be assigned to a refuge spot. We also have constraints that too many refugees into one refuge spot may cause overflow, and that too long distance route takes too long time for evacuation. Thus, we can see that this is a very similar problem as the power distribution problem. ZDD construction using Frontier method is also effective for enumerating all possible solutions and analyzing the best solution of this problem. We presented our result at an international conference on operation research [24] , collaborating with researchers in the civil engineering research community.
Partitioning Electoral Districts
Partitioning electorial districts is another important problem to support democratic social systems. Suppose that we would like to elect k representatives from a prefecture, which is composed of a number of cities. We divide the prefecture into k connected components to elect one representative for each component under the condition that any city must not be split and all the components are desired to be balanced. For this purpose, we represent the prefecture as a vertex-weighted graph, where its vertex corresponds to a city, two vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding cities have the common border, and the weight of a vertex means the population in the city. In this situation, we should reduce the disparity of weights (the ratio of maximum and minimum weights) as much as possible, under various geographical and social constraints. Kawahara, Hotta, et al. [25] developed a method for enumerating all the possible solutions of partitions satisfying a given disparity thresholds. For example, Ibaraki prefecture of Japan includes 41 city units to be partitioned into 7 districts. It can be represented in a graph including 41 vertices and 87 edges. They developed an algorithm based on Frontier method, and they enumerated 11,893,998,242,846 partitions of 7 connected components. After that they found 25,730,669 solutions which satisfies the condition of 1.4 or less disparity of voting weight. Computation time was about a half hour in a commodity PC. The disparity threshold can easily be changed as 1.3, 1.2, etc., and thus the politicians and governors may evaluate the feasibility of the current solution of electoral partition.
Conclusion
In this article, we presented recent research activities on BDD/ZDD-based discrete structure manipulation. Although many years have passed since BDDs/ZDDs were developed, there are still many interesting and exciting research topics related to them. Especially, the frontier-based search method is important because many kinds of practical problems are efficiently solved by some variations of this algorithm.
In order to construct standard techniques discrete structure manipulation for efficiently solving large-scale and practical problems in various fields, a nation-wide research project, JST ERATO [7] , was executed from 2009 to 2016. The project was successfully finished, and a successor project, JSPS KAKENHI(S) [26] , is now running until 2020. Many interesting research results were produced in those research projects, and some of topics are still attractive to be explored more. We hope to see many kinds of applications in real-life problems.
